Programming in a distributed environment is a complex activity. Programmers need to be aware of issues unrelated to their domain of expertise, and are often unprepared for the challenges that distribution brings. Chief among these are the choice and application of different distributed algorithms, and the adaptation to evolving and emerging middleware systems. We have tackled both these problems by adopting the technique of separation of concerns. We have developed a framework called Algon which enables any of a range of complex distributed algorithms (for example, for mutual exclusion and deadlock) to be incorporated into existing or new distributed systems based on quantitative comparisons supported by a performance visualisation tool. Since middleware can have a considerable impact on the performance of a distributed system, it is highly desirable to be able to test one against the other. We propose that the principles applied in providing for interchangeable algorithms can also been extended to interchangeable middleware, and we have completed the redesign of the Algon system accordingly.
Introduction
Many programmers have been trained to develop on workstations and find the complexity of the distributed paradigm hard to handle. Middleware technologies hide much of the detail involved in achieving language interoperability and simplify maintenance, but they also introduce easily missed complexities that isolated systems seldom exhibit [7] . In addition to the normal cognitive and abstract nature of the programming activity itself, concerns in a distributed environment include nondeterminism, contention and synchronisation issues [11] . Programmers may be faced with a need to guarantee distributed mutual exclusion, to achieve distributed termination, or to detect deadlock, for example. There already exists a rich base of research from the 1980s and 1990s for solving such problems. A range of algorithms has been classified according to their function and each algorithm achieves the expected result in a different way and with different performance characteristics. However, the exact implementation of the algorithms in a particular programming language is often left unspecified [24, 25] . The programmer is therefore faced with (i) deciding which algorithm is best to use, and (ii) actually implementing the algorithm in a distributed fashion.
While many aspects of programming distributed applications are challenging, one of the essential issues that many programmers find most difficult to deal with is the incorporation of required distributed algorithms into their systems. For example, one of the simplest algorithms for guaranteeing mutual exclusion, RicartAgrawala [22] , involves:
(i) sites sending requests and replies to other participating sites,
(ii) comparing timestamps, and (iii) keeping queues of waiting sites.
Other algorithms providing better performance have even greater complexity. Although systems exist for illustrating and comparing the functioning of algorithms [2, 10, 23] , their primary function is educational and they are not intended to be components for development.
Rather than trying to educate the vast number of programmers involved in developing distributed systems about the functioning, performance and complexity of various algorithms, we propose that the separation of concerns technique be applied [18, 12] . Separation of concerns simplifies the programmer's task by enabling him or her to deal with various aspects of the programming process separately. Programmers can then concentrate on specific tasks individually, and remove difficult and complex tasks from their realm of responsibility and control. Separation of concerns also allows the programmer to decompose software into smaller, more manageable parts that are easier to keep up to date with evolving needs [17] . This 2 technique has been applied to other aspects of distributed applications [6] , and to separating algorithms from parallelism [27] but not as yet to distributed algorithms.
We propose that as much complexity related to distributed algorithmics as possible be hidden from the programmer in its own component level. This is achieved within a framework called Algon 1 , which includes: a library of algorithms to be used as and when required; a framework for incorporating an algorithm into the system; a tool for evaluating different algorithms based on their performance within the distributed application.
Algon provides programmers with a variety of distributed algorithms so that they can experiment and thereby select the algorithm with the best performance for their particular application.
Algon is implemented entirely in Java, due to its popularity and suitability for the development of distributed applications, and provides classes which can be incorporated into new or existing programs. The Algon concept and its associated design pattern was first proposed in [3] . It has since been successfully implemented, and a performance comparison tool has been developed [21] . The purpose of this paper is primarily to discuss the use of the Algon framework by Java application programmers.
Section 2 describes the architecture and general design rationale of Algon. Section 3 describes how the Algon framework has been used to make different kinds of algorithms available. Section 4 describes the mechanisms used to make the middleware level interchangeable. Section 5 explains how Algon is used to support decisions about algorithm choice. Section 6 considers related work, and Section 7 concludes. The abstract architecture for distributed applications extended with the Algon framework is shown in Figure 1 . The application-specific code, P uses an interface to the component, C, using the classic algorithm type, In order to distribute C's behaviour, the system is extended by adding: For a specific classic distributed algorithm the interface I i is used by the scheduler to interact with all the different kinds of algorithms implementing that interface.
The Algon Concept

Basic Infrastructure
Using an interface makes it easier to introduce new algorithms and to specify, at runtime, the algorithm that should be used. For example, say the system has four nodes, and these nodes all need access to a shared resource -some for reading and some for writing. This obviously calls for the use of a distributed mutual exclusion algorithm. The classic algorithm, C, would be a ReaderWriter component. The Scheduler, S, would be the MEScheduler -the Mutual Exclusion Scheduler. The Interface I i could be the MENT algorithm, for all Mutual Exclusion No Token algorithms. The algorithm A j could possibly be the Maekawa or the Ricart-Agrawala algorithms -depending on the algorithm the system developer specifies should be used. The middleware could be Java RMI.
When the abstract architecture was implemented it became obvious that some auxilliary components were required in the system. These components address two problems:
(i) The participating applications, with their algorithms, need to be identified uniquely to all other applications in order for them to be able to construct the request sets necessary for their correct functioning.
(ii) The Algon system aims to directly support monitoring of the system. The developer needs to be able to monitor system activity from a central point.
It is necessary to provide the developer with a central display and control interface so that he/she can not only observe but also directly control activity in the system.
The first problem can be addressed either statically or dynamically. Assigning a name to each application statically is the simple solution, but this is not realistic in an industrial setting. Therefore we had to assign unique names dynamically. The obvious solution here is to use a name server, and the AlgonNameServer, shown in Figure 2 , was created to serve this purpose. The application will instantiate the classic-algorithm-specific Scheduler, S, which will instantiate the algorithm, and then register itself with the AlgonNameServer. The name server will store the information about the participating application/algorithm and the IP address it is running on, and then assign a unique identifier to the application. When the applications want to start using C, the Scheduler will ask the AlgonNameServer for the identifiers and IP addresses of the other participating applications and then start constructing request sets with those identifiers.
The second problem is addressed by having an OutputDisplay class. This is instantiated and bound by the AlgonNameServer so that all applications can send status information to one central output display, shown in Figure 3 . 
Performance Measurement
The output display mentioned in the previous section provides the distributed system developer with a coarsely-grained snapshot of system activity but it cannot 5 provide any data to support realistic comparison between algorithms. The Algon em performance measurement component was created to this end. This component receives reports from all participating nodes so that it can construct meaningful graphs and tables to convey information about system performance to the programmer. In order to ensure that the measurement of system performance was done with minimal impact on the application a detached queueing system was used, as shown in Figure 2 .
Algon reporting makes use of three classes -Reporter, UpdateQueue and Dispatch. The Reporter class is twinned with the Scheduler and the Scheduler reports on all interaction with the algorithm to the Reporter. The Reporter maintains all status information and constructs reports to be sent to the performance display tool. The reports are inserted into the UpdateQueue, which runs in a separate thread so that the Reporter, having placed the report on the queue, can return control directly to the Scheduler. The Dispatch class watches the queue and when it detects a new report it removes it and sends the report to the performance display tool. The reports to the output display are also routed via the queue to minimise the negative impact of reporting on performance. In this way, we disassociate the time-consuming contact with the performance display tool from the Scheduler. The performance display is shown in Figure 4 . 
Dealing with Algon Failure
The failure semantics of distributed systems are different from centralised systems -hence the need for distributed algorithms. Distributed algorithms have been developed specifically to cope with such failures, and will report such failures in the Algon system by means of thrown Exceptions. However, it is important that the 6 Algon layers do not introduce a whole new family of exceptions into the system caused by a failure of one of its components. The system could fail in the following ways:
(i) The Performance Display component: The system is protected from the failure of this component since the Dispatch class will not report any exceptions it deals with, but will simply stop sending reports to the tool. The functioning of the Scheduler, which reports to the tool via the Reporter and UpdateQueue, will not be affected by this failure. The Dispatch class will continue to remove reports from the queue and then discard them so that the application will not be disrupted by the failure.
(ii) The failure of the OutputDisplay, while defeating the purpose of Algon, will not cause the application to fail. Once again the status reports will merely cease to be available.
(iii) The failure of the AlgonNameServer during system setup will cause the system to fail but failure after the initial setup will not affect the system in any way. We are aware that this single point of failure may be seen as a weakness in the system. It is, as is common in distributed systems, necessary to weigh up the advantages of having a dynamic registration mechanism with a single point of failure against a static inflexible failure-resistant naming system. We felt the former to be the better design choice. It is a relatively simple matter to replicate the AlgonNameServer, and this will be done if the need arises.
The whole Algon distributed layer and associated components have been developed with the philosophy that if an exception is caught the system will try to continue to function regardless so as to not interfere with the functioning of the application. Algon will therefore run with reduced Algon functionality in order not to sabotage the continued running of the controlling application. The following section shows how the Algon principles have been applied to incorporate distributed deadlockdetection algorithms.
Application of Algon
In previous work [3] details of a typical mutual exclusion algorithm's calling patterns were discussed. We have also investigated and implemented a distributed layer for deadlock detection algorithms. In this section we discuss how the elements of this layer are set up and how robust the Algon framework proves to be.
Distributed Deadlock Detection
Many algorithms exist in this category in the literature. According to Knapp [9] , the Chandy-Misra edge-chasing algorithms perform well, provide correctness proofs and do not report false deadlocks. Chandy et al. [4] have developed two types of edge-chasing algorithms, namely the AND and the OR models. For the purpose of this discussion we will use the OR algorithm, CMO, applying it to the classic Figure 5 illustrates how a distributed deadlock-detection algorithm is incorporated into a system with three nodes. Each node has a philosopher, Ph, and zero or more optional resources, RS i . The Scheduler used for this algorithm is different from the Scheduler used for the Mutual Exclusion algorithms because of the specialised functionality that each Scheduler has to support. The Scheduler for deadlock detection algorithms is called the DDScheduler.
In order to use this algorithm it is necessary for the Algon framework to maintain a reference to each Philosopher from the DDScheduler inside the Algon framework. (The Mutual Exclusion algorithms do not need to implement a call-back in this way.) There is an apparent contradiction between our assertion of separationof-concerns and this upward link from the DDScheduler to the Philosopher, as it appears to break the required separation. However, it must be borne in mind that any deadlock-detection algorithm needs access to the deadlocked processes and resources in order to determine whether a deadlock exists or not. The only way to facilitate this detection process is by checking whether the processes, in this case Philosophers, are possibly inextricably involved in a deadlock loop.
The deadlock-detection activity can be triggered in different ways. The system developer could decide that the application should trigger it, if it has been blocked waiting for a resource for a certain amount of time. This does not necessarily indicate the presence of a deadlock though: it could just be that the network is particularly busy. Even if this approach is followed the programmer would have to ensure that the waiting time before triggering the process is adjusted to the current average waiting time. Deadlock detection could also be done at regular intervals but this tends to slow the system down, and is a waste of resources if deadlocks are infrequent. In order to test our system deadlock-detection was triggered from the test application. The deadlock-detection policy in an industrial setting would be determined by the system developers once the relative frequency of deadlocks had This code is recognisable as that which would appear in a centralised system, indicating the purpose of the component, C. For example, many transactions are required to request resources in a particular order to minimise the occurrence of deadlocks. This type of ordering is demonstrated in the above code fragment. However, even in with this kind of ordering deadlock can occasionally occur, especially when the resources are distributed and there is an inevitable time lapse between the application request for resources and the allocation of such resources to the application. The interaction between the different participants in setting up the communication between participating nodes is shown in Figure 6 . The resources are assumed to be available before the application starts executing. The setting-up process involves the application instantiating the DDScheduler and then instantiating the classic algorithm, in this case the Philosopher. All other details of the settingup process are dealt with inside the DDScheduler.
Unlike other applications, such as the Readers-Writers problem which involves the distributed algorithm at each call [3] , there is no need for the algorithm to be involved in the calls the Philosopher makes to get and put the Resources. The deadlock algorithm is only invoked when the current situation triggers an investigation into a possible deadlock. The interaction precipitated when a test for deadlock is triggered is shown in Figure 7 . The application, or some other trigger, invokes the detectDeadlock method on the Scheduler. The Scheduler then uses the algorithm on the current node, and Schedulers on other participating nodes, to generate sets of dependencies. The situation is analysed and a diagnosis made of the deadlock status of the system. The process triggering the detection process will then have to decide on a suitable response should a deadlock be detected. Note that the Chandy-Misra algorithm detects, but does not resolve, deadlocks. A deadlockresolution algorithm would have to be separately incorporated into the system in order to handle detected deadlocks. We observed that the architecture designed for use in the mutual exclusion case had survived relatively intact when applied to a completely different genre of algorithm was incorporated into Algon.
The Middleware Layer
Middleware Independence
In our initial implementation we used Java RMI as the middleware layer. Our intention was to concentrate on interchangeability of algorithms and provision of an algorithm performance visualisation tool before focusing on the comparison possibilities of the middleware layer that Algon could support.
It is desirable to provide a middleware-independent core of Algon classes because that makes it far simpler to extend Algon by incorporating another middleware implementation. This is important because it is useful to understand the impact the particular middleware is having on the system. Making Algon middleware-independent is no easy task. To explain the difficulty consider the use of java.rmi as the middleware layer. If we wish to use the java tool rmic to facilitate remote invocation of objects representing distributed algorithms the stub class has to extend the java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject class. This class provides the necessary server semantics required in order to support remote invocation. It also has to implement the java.rmi.Remote interface. All methods of any class implementing the java.rmi.Remote interface have to throw the java.rmi.Remote exception. This is an interesting and crucial design decision by Java's designers.
By giving remote invocation similar semantics to local invocation in Java the designers have attempted to provide a measure of distribution independence. Parameter passing in Java, happens in one of two ways: call-by-reference for object instances and call-by-value for primitive types. Remote invocation adds another way -call by deep copy -provided by object serialization. Since Java attempts to hide the remote nature of the invocation the programmer does not always know exactly how the parameters are being passed, something he/she should know in order to refine code and make it more efficient.
An attempt to make the remoteness of the invocation transparent is bound to fail, however, because of the very real difference in the failure semantics of local and remote invocation. The programmer is therefore forced to make provision for possible failure of distributed components of his/her system, or the network linking him/her with that system, for remote invocations. Java forces the programmer to do this by ensuring that java.rmi.Remote exceptions are thrown by all methods in a class which will be used remotely.
In order to explain the problems experienced in making the system middlewareindependent we will expand upon the inheritance structure of Algon algorithms in Section 4.2, then discuss the difficulties in Section 4.3 and end off by introducing the AlgonRmic tool, which simplifies the process for the programmer, in Section 4.4.
Using the Mutual Exclusion Interface
The inheritance structure of the mutual exclusion algorithms used in Algon is shown in Figure 8 . Each algorithm implements the particular interface which is implemented by all algorithms of a specific functionality type. For example, the Ment interface will be implemented by all Mutual Exclusion No Token algorithms. The Ment interface is defined as follows: In addition, in order to facilitate communication across the distributed system the specialisations of the Algorithm class also extends the java.rmi.server.UnicastRemoteObject and Remote classes. This ensures that the algorithms can have stubs generated for them and that the stubs can be distributed via the java.rmi middleware infrastructure. However, if we want to make the system middleware independent we can no longer have a java.rmi-specific implementation at such a high level in the system. We need rather to become middleware-specific at as low a level as possible and to generalise the upper inheritance structure. 
Making Ment Middleware Independent
Achieving independence is not as simple as it appears. It would appear that the solution would be to have middleware-specific implementations of each algorithm, which simply extends the inheritance structure as shown in Figure 9 . However, this solution is flawed for two reasons:
(i) Multiple inheritance is not permitted in Java, therefore RicartAgrawalaRmi is not permitted to inherit from both RicartAgrawala and UnicastRemoteObject. (ii) Java's exception handling mechanism has two provisos:
(a) You must declare any exceptions that may be thrown and such a declaration must be part of a method signature. (b) A subclass which is overriding a method that throws an exception must declare that it throws that exception too -either the same exception, or a subclass of that exception [15] . On the other hand, a method in a subclass cannot throw an exception unless its superclass method throws an exception of the same type. This feature has both advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand it is valuable to know what exceptions could be thrown by the methods of a Java class. On the other hand, the current restrictions prevent programmers from easily adapting systems in response to evolving needs. RicartAgrawalaRmi must thus throw at least a RemoteException from all methods since it implements the Remote interface. Therefore the methods it overrides in RicartAgrawala must also throw a RemoteException, but this would defeat the desired middleware-independence of RicartAgrawala.
The only solution to the inheritance problem is to make use of delegation rather than inheritance. Thus a pairwise inheritance structure was established, where each algorithm has a middleware-dependent place-holder which is used as a stub class in the middleware and relays all algorithm-specific calls to the actual algorithm, as shown in Figure 10 .
This deals with the multiple inheritance problem, but does not deal with the exception-handling problem, since both the middleware-independent algorithm RicartAgrawala, and the middleware-dependent algorithm, RicartAgrawalaRmi, must implement the Ment interface and since RicartAgrawalaRmi must throw RemoteExceptions that means that Ment also has to throw RemoteExceptions, once again defeating the middleware independence of the algorithm. There is a way to work around this problem. We cannot change the fact that the java RMI middleware-dependent algorithm throws a RemoteException. Therefore we have to ensure that the the Ment interface (which the algorithm implements) throws an exception of type Exception, which is a supertype of RemoteException. Exception is also a supertype of all other exceptions thrown in Java so that it will also act as a supertype for exceptions thrown by any Java-based middleware system. The implication of this is that the middleware-independent Algorithm has to catch and process exceptions for each of the Ment interface methods. This is not an unrealistic expectation, since the algorithms are essentially distributed components, and this fact will cause them to fail occasionally for different reasons. It is as well if the Algon system accommodates this reality of distributed systems.
To implement the delegation Algon was extended by adding a Middleware interface which could be used by the system to invoke middleware-required functionality. This interface provides Algon with a uniform way of discovering, accessing and manipulating algorithm instances. This layer is illustrated in Figure 11 . Algon detects the user's dynamic runtime middleware preference, instantiates the specific middleware implementation and provides a static reference which can be used by any class in Algon that needs to use middleware functionality. During instantiation all the middleware-specific components will be started up -such as the RmiRegistry in the case of java.rmi, for example. This frees the Algon user from the minute details required to ensure that all components that the specific middleware implementation requires are in place. 
Simplifying the Process
The final step in making Algon middleware-independent was to define a new exception, called MiddlewareException, which could be used by all middleware layers to throw middleware-related exceptions.
Since the place holder classes are essentially middleware-dependent proxies for the actual algorithms they are very simple to generate automatically. Algon therefore provides a tool for java.rmi called AlgonRmic which generates the place holder for an interface such as Ment compiles it, and runs rmic on it so that the stubs and skeletons are automatically ready for use by any algorithm implementing that 14 interface.
Use of Algon
Two mechanisms are used to tailor runtime behaviour:
Configuration files are used to specify information that cannot be discovered from the runtime environment. The configuration file hosts.prop holds the following information: ¡ the IP address of the master site, where each application algorithm can expect to find the Algon Name Server; ¡ the number of algorithms that should be participating in the system; and ¡ the class name of the algorithm that the system should be using. Runtime variables are used to specify behaviour that is tailorable per site. The following settings are currently available: ¡ generation of status output statements to the command line to signal critical changes in the system and assist debugging; ¡ choice of whether to measure performance or not; ¡ which middleware is to be used; and ¡ whether the Algon output should be sent to the command line or to the graphical user interface, as shown in Figure 3 .
Related Work
Classifying Algon in order to draw comparisons with related work is not trivial. It has some similarities to reflective systems, and certainly applies separation of concerns techniques. It is also a very specialised programmer tool. A reflective system typically reasons about itself, and then acts upon itself based upon such reasoning [14] . This definition has been applied fairly loosely to many different systems. Reflective systems are composed of a base level and a meta-level, with changes at the meta-level causing changes to the base-level's behaviour [28] . Algon cannot be classified as a reflective system since it does not react to its own behaviour, but rather to a runtime configuration setting. The configuration file cannot really be classified as a meta-object. Thus we cannot compare Algon to reflective systems. We therefore classify Algon as a tool which applies a separation of concerns technique to algorithmic concerns. Some research has been done into providing programmers with tools which separate behavioural features of software from functional features [6, 8] . The technique has been applied to a variety of different concerns, including real-time constraints [1] , distribution and replication [6] , exception handling [5] , location control [16] and synchronisation [13] . There are basically three approaches to achieving separation of concerns:
(i) identifying the specification of concerns and allowing the programmer to specify each concern in a separate object [8, 20] .
(ii) treating the concern as being orthogonal and freeing the programmer completely from it [19] .
(iii) providing the programmer with a library which encapsulates the complexity [6] . The library typically contains functions which can be invoked by the programmer when required.
The first approach is usually done for reflective purposes but we do not feel that Algon is adding reflective capabilities to the system. The second approach is also not suitable for Algon's purposes since the programmer must obviously be involved in the use of Algon. Algon is most similar to tools that fit into the third category. Algon does provide a library, but offers the programmer an additional level of choice, and supports an informed choice by means of the performance comparison tool. One approach that fits into the third category and that also addresses distribution issues is Garf [6] . Garf provides the programmer with an extensible library for adding behavioural features to distributed programs. Whilst being innovative for its time, Garf has two shortcomings: it was implemented in Smalltalk which limits its applicability, and it does not attempt to offer a choice between different implementation techniques. Algon addresses distribution issues, as does Garf, but from an algorithmic perspective. Rather than providing a library of functions to be used blindly, Algon recognises the differing nature of distributed systems and offers programmers the capacity to tailor their systems accordingly.
